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Jixian Academy was originally a book-collecting institute established by Emperor
Tang Xuanzong after he ascended the throne, and become a supreme
headquarters of etiquette, music and civil administration later. The origin of Jixian
Academy is not only affected by the objective condition of Kai Yuan prosperous
period and the subjective condition of Emperor Xuanzong’s preference upon
popularizing classical learning and worshiping Confucianism, but also related to
the fact that the scholars of Hongwen Academy and Chongwen Academy were
distrusted by Emperor Xuanzong because of their capricious behavior in a series
of political incidents during the prosperous period of Jinglong; While the decline of
Jixian Academy was result from Emperor Xuanzong’s preferential policy changing
from Confucianism towards Taoism and Legalism, as well as the rise of Imperial
Academy. From Qianyuan Academy, Lizheng Academy to Jixian Academy, from
Chu Wuliang, Yuan Xingchong to Zhang Yue and Zhang Jiuling, the Jixian
Academy has experienced a multi-aspect development, and the Jixian scholars
have also become one of the cultural identities which were highly valued by Tang
people.
As representatives of virtue and worldly achievement, excellent ability and insight,
and superior learning, Jixian scholars played an important role in literary history.
Around the thirteenth year of Kaiyuan, thanks to the efforts and attention of
Emperor Xuanzong and Zhang Yue, the poetic activities of Jixian scholars
became very frequent that Yingzhi poems (poems ordered by emperors) and
Changhe poems (poem of writing and replying) became a fashion of the day. At
the same time, Jixian scholars preferred to communicate with poems, express
their feelings by poems, as well as creating tremendous number of private
responding poems. The creation of different charmed two generations among













poetic circles with the trait of freshness. Their efforts on shaping poetic language
and designing poetic context promoted the growth of regulated verse to some
extent, pushing forward the poems transited to the summit of the Prosperous
Tang Dynasty from aspects of themes, forms and concepts. Moreover, benefiting
from the special identity of Jixian scholars, while they improved their own poetic
writing, they also promote their writing mode within larger scopes, which
contributed to the formation of the elegant and vigorous poetic and essay style.
Furthermore, by right of their special political status and cultural identity, Jixian
scholars formed a stable academic and literary communication center, which not
only replaced palace poets of previous dynasty, but also represented mainstream
literature and accepted new person of the literary world, thereby integrated the
literary world of the capital to some extent. The scholars contacted with the upper-
class emperor and dignitaries as well as talented litterateurs in the capital that
they shared travel and feast, gathered for poetry communications, which not only
provided convenience for gathering and communicating among scholars from the
court and the commonalty, but also promoted the blending of elegance and
vulgarity in poetic and essay style, thus to impulse the poetry art to a higher level,
and also played a role in forming the poetic feature of combining the tonal meter
and vigor of the Prosperous Tang Dynasty. Moreover, Jixian scholars also
cultivated and promoted a group of new litterateurs with their political and cultural
identities, and became an important link of Three Changes of Tang Prose through
promoting the literary practice of themselves.
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